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New Open Access Journal
Submit your paper to
Psychological Test Adaptation
and Development

About the new open access journal
“PTAD is a unique academic
journal, filling the burgeoning gap
in the field of test adaptations and
development.”
Matthias Ziegler, Editor-in-chief

PTAD is the first open access, peer-reviewed
journal publishing papers which present the
adaptation of tests to specific needs (e. g., cultural),
test translations, or the development of existing
measures. Moreover, the focus is on the empirical
testing of the psychometric quality of these
measures. The journal provides a paper template,
and registered reports are strongly encouraged.

It is a unique outlet for research papers portraying
adaptations (e. g., translations) and developments
(e. g., state to trait) of individual tests – the backbone of assessment. The expert editor-in-chief
is supported by a stellar cast of internationally
renowned associate editors. A generous APC
waiver program is available for eligible authors.

Benefits for readers
• Fast publication of the latest research on test
adaptations and developments

• Open access – no fees to read or share
published papers

• Uniform structure across papers – all you need
to know about the psychometrics, validity, etc.,
in a standardized form

• Open science – study data frequently in an
open repository

PTAD is now on Twitter!
Check it out to receive the latest news and
updates straight from the PTAD editorial office.

Follow us on
@ PTAD_journal

• All papers fully peer-reviewed by leading experts

Why you should publish in PTAD!
• Clear guidance on the structure of papers helps
you write good papers
• Fast peer-review, aided by the clear structure of
your paper
• With the optional registered report format you
can get expert advice from seasoned reviewers
to help improve your research
• Open access publication, with a choice of
Creative Commons licenses
• Widest possible dissemination of your paper
– and thus of qualified information about your
test and your research
• Generous APC waiver program and discounts
for members of selected associations – see
website for details

The journal welcomes
your submission!
All manuscripts should be submitted
online via Editorial Manager, where full
instructions to authors are also available:
https://eu.hogrefe.com/j/ptad

Electronic Full Text
The full text of the journal will be published online at
https://econtent.hogrefe.com/loi/pta

“All that remains for me to say now is that I am looking
forward immensely to the start of the new journal –
and to reading YOUR paper!”
Matthias Ziegler, Editor-in-chief
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More information
For submission guidelines, details about APCs and waiver policy, and
the introductory editorial by editor-in-chief Matthias Ziegler visit
https://eu.hogrefe.com/j/ptad
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